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ABSTRACT
Faced with increasing energy prices, financial crisis and en-
vironmental problems, the sector of information and com-
munications technologies initiates the third industrial rev-
olution. This revolution aims to intelligently allocate and
distribute energy. The study, development and implemen-
tation of intelligent energy managers for computer networks
is called green networking. The proposed paper aims to de-
velop and test an energy-aware solution. EAAC-MQ, an
Energy-Aware Admission Control for wired networks, has
been created and tested with NS-2 (Network Simulator).
This solution adapts its behavior to traffic classes (Mul-
tiple Queues, MQ) to meet the divers needs in network
ressources. It reduces energy consumption, and therefore
operating costs, about 20%, despite of reducing throughput
and increasing delay.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet requires a large amount of energy to provide
its services to its 2.4 billion users1. Servers, routers and
switches consume almost 5.5% of the annual world energy
production [11]. Moreover, this consumption increases of
25% each year. Consequently, the Internet is an important
contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. According to [16],
the Internet emits as much gas as civil aviation (nearly 2%).
Without being alarmist, this quick carbon footprint shows
the Internet as an energy-greedy system. Associated with
the recent economic issues encounterred by companies, gov-
ernments and private indiviudals, which lead to reduce costs,
it is easy to understand that reducing ICT power consump-
tion is became a central focus for the industry and even

1http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm

IEEE [13]. Economic and ecological contexts, not forget-
ting Moore’s law, led to the creation of a new area of works
and research named green networking. Green networking is
the development of energy-efficient networking technologies
and products, in order to minimize resource and energy use
whenever possible, and indirectly cost.

Many works have already been done on this subject. Our
state of the art focus only on wired network solutions. Some
surveys such as [5] and [3] suggest to classify these green
networking solutions into different categories. Five major
types of solutions are underlined :

• Hardware and infrastructure engineering. These so-
lutions aims to use energy-efficient materials to make
network devices or to reduce network complexity [8],
[7].

• Dynamic adaptation. Devices adapt themselves to the
traffic load (idle logic, dynamic voltage scaling, adap-
tive link rate [9]).

• Smart sleeping (interface proxying). The goal is here
to use a proxy to ensure network presence of a com-
puter while it is in sleep mode [10].

• Router buffer management : optimize the number of
buffers to use in order to reduce power consumption
[4], [19].

• Energy-aware routing protocol. Gather the traffic in
few links in order to reduce router consumption [2],
[21].

However, we choose to focus on an original solution that has
been introduced by Erol Gelenbe et al. in [18]. They created
an admission control for wired networks which takes into
account the estimated power consumption. This approach
already existed in wireless network and is now adapted to
wired networks. As far as we knew, this is the only work
done about an energy-aware admission control for wired net-
work. An admission control is a network mechanism verify-
ing the availability of ressources such as bandwidth in order
to decide wether or not a data can be safely transmitted.
Here, the admission control estimates the power consump-
tion of the network in order to determine if the consumption
peak that a new flow would generate is acceptable or not.
The decision is taken by comparing this peak and a thresh-
old : if the peak is greater than the threshold, the flow will



wait. Else, it is send. Waiting flows are re-processed later.
This admission control can save 17% of power consumption.
As some flows have to wait, the average delay increases (al-
most factor 8 in their tests on a test-bed [18]). Yet, none
informations are given about throughput : is it the same ?
Has it evolved ? If it does, how ? We can guess that with
90% of the Internet traffic being transmitted with TCP2,
delaying packets will decrease throughtput, as acknowledge-
ments will also be delayed. Anyway, we do not know if the
decreasing power consumption is (in percent) the same as a
potential decreasing in throughput, or not.

In our opinion, this is not the only limit of this solution.
It is centralised as there is only one machine that super-
vised the admission control for all the network. Thus, a
high-frequency information exchange about link utilization
is needed, leading to an increasing traffic, that has to been
taken into account to evaluate the new performances. More-
over, this traffic has to have right of way in order to give to
the supervisor the most accurate data about link utiliza-
tions. But nothing is said about the consequences of such a
traffic on performances.

One of the main limits of Gelenbe paper is that there is
no differentiation between types of traffic. All packets are
keep in the same buffer, no matter if they belong to a VoIP
communication, a P2P or FTP transfer or are part of a mail.
In fact, such a choice can generate an even longer delay in
some case. For example, in the case where many low-priority
packets arrive in the buffer just before a single VoIP packet,
this one would have to wait either the low-priority burst is
taken care of or its timer ends. Moreover, as both types of
packets have the same timer Tmax, the VoIP packet can not
overtake the low-priority packets in some scenarii. As the
delay increases a lot, something has to be done there.

In order to improve Gelenbe et al. model, we suggest a new
model of energy-aware admission control for wired network
that takes into account the diversity of Internet traffic. In
this paper, we propose a model with different traffic classes,
in which each one has a different Tmax and a different energy
threshold.

First, we will detailled some notions about networking and
energy consumption, which are essential to understand our
solution. Secondly, each step of our solution will be de-
scribed. The results of our simulations will be presented in
the fourth section. We will then synthetise the results and
conclude with several tracks.

2. NOTIONS
In this section we present some notions about networks that
are necessary in order to understand our solution and its
mechanisms. Thus, we focus on router power consumption
and routing before explain our solution in details.

2.1 Router power consumption
Some works have been done about new models for hardware
consumption, specially for routers. Different models exist
and we are going to focus on two of them. First, On/Off

2Transmission Control Protocol (RFC793),
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc793

model [17] is the power consumption model used in most of
routers nowadays. The consumption is approximately the
same regardless of traffic density as data rates are always
the same. The second one is Adaptive Link Rate [9]. In this
model, Ethernet links dynamically change their data rates in
response to traffic levels. Thus, router power consumption
is proportionnal to the traffic. The more important traffic
is, the bigger the consumption is. This new model can re-
duce energy consumption (estimation : hundreds of millions
of dollars in the USA alone each year) without degrading
user performance. However, a negociation (via handshake
mechanism) between the source and the destination is re-
quired : consequently, ALR can only be used if these two
machines (and all possible intermediate machines) have this
model implemented. The consumption is here the sum of a
static part (chassis power consumption) and a dynamic part
(proportionnal to traffic). Figure 1 shows both models on
an example link (values are arbitrary). With ALR, maxi-
mum consumption is only reached when link utilization is
maximum. As most of the time networks are overdesigned,
this situation barely occurs.

Figure 1: A comparison of two power models

2.2 Routing
Route computation aims to find the path between a machine
A and a machine B. Among the different routing algorithms
existing, we choose to use Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
3. It is a version of the shortest path problem applied to
networks. A topology, which is a set of nodes connected
together, can be seen as a graph. Thus, Dijkstra algorithm
can be applied to determine the shortest path between two
nodes. Dijkstra algorithm applied to networks can minimize
either delay or number of hops.

Some green networking research [2] [21] focus on energy-
aware routing protocols. These solutions aim to reduce con-
sumption by turning “off” some links (a link is said to be
turned off if there is no traffic on it). The traffic is gathered
on few links in order to minimize the consumption of the
network.
Remark : A possible future work would be using such a rout-
ing protocol in our solution, in order to improve its results.

3OSPF Version 2, http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2328



At this step, we want to estimate the efficiency of our ap-
proach without energy-aware routing protocol.

2.3 Algorithm of Energy-Aware Admission Con-
trol - Multiple Queues

We named our solution Energy-Aware Admission Control -
Multiple Queues, shorten EAAC-MQ. The goal of this ad-
mission control is to find the optimal period to send the
packet. The optimal period is defined as follows : it is the
period during which the consumption of the packet is the
smallest and the delay added by the admission control ac-
ceptable according to the QoS required. The way the ad-
mission control proceeds is still by estimating the network
energy consumption if the packets are send. According to
the value of this estimation, the admission control decides
whether or not the packets have to be send.

Here is its algorithm. Note that classifying and processing
are parallel threads.

1. Thread 1 : Classify the incoming packet

2. Thread 2 : Packet processing

(a) Choose the packet to process

(b) Compute its route

(c) Estimate the power consumption on this route

(d) Take a decision : keep or send this packet ?

(e) Process next packet

As things are, some settings have to be specified as our so-
lution is not adapted to any topology. Here is a list of hy-
pothesis and conditions that the topology which benefit from
EAAC-MQ have to meet : EAAC-MQ is an energy-aware
admission control for wired Local Area Network (LAN), with
only one domain. Moreover, we suppose the topology known
and well-sized (congestion is impossible, unless a link is
down). The power consumption model of all network de-
vices has to be Adaptive Link Rate (ALR) or equivalent.

3. EAAC-MQ MODEL
3.1 Algorithm
The principal of EAAC-MQ is to delay energy-greedy pack-
ets and thus favour packets which would consume less en-
ergy. This admission control applies a differentiated service,
depending on traffic class the packet belongs to. The needs
of this solution lead to this algorithm :

1. Classify incoming packets : the Classifier

2. Read one of the buffers : the Reader

3. Packet processing : the Admission Control

Each step is explained and detailled herebelow. Contrary to
the centralised solution of Gelenbe, our is distributed : each
client has its own admission control. It may be problematic
with congestion, but, as we explained herebelow, traffic en-
gineering is required to optimize EAAC-MQ results and we
expect administrator to well size their networks.

3.2 Step 1 : The Classifier
3.2.1 Trafic classes

As previously explained, our admission control differentiates
traffic classes, according to the QoS (Quality of Services)
packets require. The different traffic classes can be seen as
DiffServ classes. Each class is defined by a traffic type and
two parameters, already used by Gelenbe [18] in his model.
These two parameters are used in the admission control.

The first parameter is Tmax. This timer is used to limit the
additionnal delay caused by the admission control. After
Tmax seconds, the packet will be admitted on the network
regardless of its estimated energy consumption. Tmax can
be seen as the maximum amount of time the packet is willing
to wait before being accepted on the network.

The second one is the energy threshold. It is the limit thresh-
old beyond which the packet is not accepted on the network.
In fact, if estimated consumption is greater than this thresh-
old, the packet is either put in the WQ queue or stay in it.
If estimated consumption is smaller than this threshold, the
packet is admitted on the network. It is further explained
in Step 3.

Each class has a different Tmax and energy threshold in
order to differentiate the processing between classes :

• the biggest Tmax is, the lower the priority is. We
consider that a low-priority packet is more disposed
to wait than a high-priority one. Therefore priority
packets should have the smallest Tmax if one wants to
have the best results.

• the biggest the threshold is, the higher the priority is
: the admission control is more tolerable with high-
priority classes. Indeed, the probability to reject a
packet decreases when the treshold increases. Thus,
a high-priority packet is accepted more often than a
low-priority one for a given utilization of the network.
It is thus advised to respect this threshold hierarchy
to get optimal results.

Consequently, it is important to choose wisely the energy
threshold and the Tmax for each class. Having a too small
threshold makes the admission control too selective as too
many packets could be rejected and then be forced to wait
the end of their Tmax. However, having a too big threshold
increases energy consumption by accepting packets too eas-
ily. In this case, the admission control tends to be useless to
reduce energy consumption.

These choices must be based on a previous analysis of the
topology on which this admission control will be implemented.
Number of routers and links, type of traffic, daily and weekly
network utilization have to be taken into account to deter-
mine the optimal parameters according to the period. Traf-
fic engineering is needed to have the best results on a given
topology. A good choice of parameters is characteristic of
the topology. We do not offer here a global method that
gives the parameter values for a given topology. Such a
method can be the subject of a future work. Anyway, for
our simulations, we have analysed our test topologies and



traffics to determine the best Tmax and threshold to use in
these cases.

3.2.2 Classify incoming packets
As soon as a incoming packet is classified, it is put into its
class buffer, called Request Queue. There are two types of
queues in EAAC-MQ.

The first one is Request Queue. It is the queue that contains
the incoming packets from a certain traffic class. Each traffic
class has an associated RQ. RQs are FIFO queues.

The second one is Waiting Queue, the queue containing
packets that had been rejected at least one time. Service
policy is Shortest Remaining Time (SRT). Packets are here
classified by decreasing remaining time before their Tmax
expires. Thus packets having the smallest remaining time
to wait are first processed. Such a policy has been chosen to
decrease the average delay. An other possible policy would
have been to process high-priority packets before other pack-
ets. However, we estimated that the energy economies would
not have been as important as with SRT, because too many
low-priority packets would have waited until Tmax. More-
over, as high-priority packets have a smaller Tmax than low-
priority have, SRT policy puts most of the time high-priority
packets at the head of the WQ. Note that the Waiting Queue
is the same for any packet, regardless of its class. For exam-
ple, with 2 traffic classes, there are 2 Request Queues and 1
Waiting Queue (see Figure 2 with n=2).

3.3 Step 2 : The Reader
The way buffers are read is different from Gelenbe solution.
In its model, WQ is just read when RQ is empty. But this
way increases the number of packets that have to wait till
the end of their Tmax. We therefore chose an other method.

The scheduling discipline applied to RQs and WQ is Weighted
Round Robin. WRR serves a given number of packets for
each nonempty queue. This scheduling discipline is chosen
in order to increase the differentiation between processings.
Indeed, with such a discipline, high-priority classes can be
traited more often than low-priority classes if one configures
weights correctly, by giving the biggest one to high-priority
classes.

Weights should be modify according to the period of day /
week. These weights also have to be dynamically adapted,
such as Tmax and energy threshold, reinforcing the need in
traffic engineering paired with EAAC-MQ.

3.4 Step 3 : Packet processing by admission
control

We can model the problem as follows :



si = nodewithEAAC −MQ

di = destinationnode

Ri = route fromsi to di

bwk = amount of data at the kth router of Ri

εi = size of incoming packet

Ci = traffic class of incoming packet

αi = power threshold associated toCi

Tmaxi = Tmaxassociated toCi

Pk(bwk) = power consumption of the kth router of Ri

The beginning of the admission control is classic : the packet
header is read to determine the destination di and this in-
formation is used to compute the route Ri with the chosen
algorithm. We choose OSPF but it is better to compute
routes with an energy-aware routing protocol, as it decreases
energy consumption. The implementation of such a protocol
in EAAC-MQ is a possible future work.

Next, the used bandwidth on each link from this route is esti-
mated. Here is the first difference : the estimate bandwidth
is used to approximate the actual consumption Pk(bwk) of
each router according to ALR model [9], the consumption
model that we described earlier.

The packet size εi and Pk(bwk) are used to approximate the
future consumption of Ri :

∑
k∈Ri

[Pk(bwk + εi)]

The decision is taken by comparing the peak of consumption
δ that this packet should create to the threshold αi. δ is
defined as :

δ =
∑

k∈Ri

[Pk(bwk + εi)− Pk(bwk)]

If δ ≥ αi, the packet joins the Waiting Queue, where it will
wait either Tmaxi or its next processing.

If δ < αi, the packet is accepted on the network and is im-
mediately send.

Figure 2 sums up EAAC-MQ algorithm in a general case
with n different traffic classes. For each k ∈ [1, n], Ck is
a traffic class with its threshold αk, its timer Tmaxk and
a weight Nk for the WRR buffer reading. The bigger k
is, the lower the priority is. We choose Nk ≥ Nk+1 and
NWQ < mink∈[1,n](Nk) to favour the processing of high-
priority packets. TmaxWQ is in fact a dynamic Tmax : as
it is a common buffer, each packet can have a different Tmax
depending on its traffic class.

As consequences of this model, we expected to reduce en-
ergy consumption but also to increase delays, as we keep
some packets in buffers. Consequently, throughput should
decrease if TCP is used. Indeed, to increase the delay may
cause TCP to reduce the size of its window in order to avoid
or reduce potential congestion.



Figure 2: EAAC-MQ algorithm in a nutshell

4. SCENARII & SIMULATION RESULTS
4.1 Tools
Despite we knew that emulation gives more interesting re-
sults than simulation does [15], we were restrained by the
router model used in the LAAS network emulator (LaasNe-
tExp [15]). Indeed, they do not have an ALR consumption
model but a“traditionnal”one. A intern study [1] shows that
these routers have a constant consumption (model ON/OFF)
regardless of the utilization of links connected to them. Thus
we decided to rely only on simulation, that we did with
the well-known event-simulator ns-2 4 (version 2.35). This
choice led us to find the appropriate ns tools to fulfil our
objectives. An energy measurement tool and a realistic web
traffic generator were necessary.

The official release of ns-2 has only a energy model for
wireless nodes. As our solution aims to be apply to wired
network, we were forced to implemente a different energy
model. Our focus was on ECOFEN [14], a ns-2 tool provided
a ALR energy model. This module periodically returns the
energy consumption of each node. This module is used to
estimate consumption for the admission control and get the
global consumption. Consumption values for each entities is
printed each second.

As a traffic generator, we chose PackMime-HTTP [6], a ns-2
http-1.1 traffic generator which had been developped by Bell
Labs. We have chosen this generator among plenty of others
because it is well documented in ns doc, it does not need an
external trace file to generate traffic (contrary to Tmix[20]),
it is compatible with ECOFEN (the energy model) and other
ns traffic agents (CBR, FTP). Moreover, PackMime-HTTP
generates output files from whom delays and throughput can
be easily extracted. The most important parameter is rate
: the bigger it is, the more important the number of new
http connexions per second is. These modules are used with
our own modul, EAAC-MQ, which had been implemented
in the core of ns-2 in order to perform the simulations the
results of which are presented in the following subsections.

4ns-2 official website : http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/

4.2 Simulation topologies
Two different topologies are used in the simulations pre-
sented here below. The first one, on figure 3, is the simpliest
topology : two nodes connected by a single full-duplex link
(communications can be achieved in both directions). This
topology will be referred as Topology 1 thereafter.

Figure 3: Topology 1

The second topology (referred as Topology 2 ) we used in
our simulations is presented on figure 4.2 (routers are white,
clients green and servers blue). This topology is the closest
of the one Gelenbe used in his paper we could make with
the informations found in the paper [18] (they specified nor
link capacity neither link delay). There are 4 PCs (clients),
2 servers (one intern server and one extern) and 13 routers.
All links have a 20 Mbps capacity and a 5 ms delay, except
the link between Server 2 and Router 5 which has a 50 ms
delay in order to characterize the distance between clients
and Server 2, located somewhere on Earth. Link weights,
used in OSPF algorithm, are chosen to make Server 1 un-
reachable except for traffic heading to it. In fact, only traffic
address to Server 1 can reach it (Server 1 is not used as a
router). Moreover, we suppose clients, routers and servers
have the same consumption model (dynamic part) but differ-
ent static part, according to figures found in the state of the
art (PC : 100 W, routers : 150 W, servers : 250 W). These
choices have been made to make the model more realistic.
PC consumption value is the average max consumption of 2-
core computers, based on manufacturer datasheets from the
website materiel.net5, a french hardware distributor. Router
value is taken from ECOFEN paper [14] and server value is
based on an Intel Corporation report [12].

Figure 4: Topology 2

4.3 Traffic
Two different traffics are used in the simulations presented
in this article : a TCP-based traffic (Pareto and Exponential
distributions) in the first simulation and a HTTP traffic gen-
erated with Packmime-HTTP in the second one. The shape
of the HTTP traffic is based on analysis made on the LAAS
network with MRTG6 and represented on figure 5. We can

5http://www.materiel.net/
6MRTG project website, http://oss.oetiker.ch/mrtg/



see traffic peaks during working hours (9.00 to 12.00 and
14.00 to 19.00) and very few traffic at night. In simulations
using TCP-based traffics, the configurations are arbitrary.

Figure 5: Traffic on central switch at LAAS-CNRS

4.4 Results and performances
The Simulation 1 takes place on Topology 1 on which two
traffic classes (2C) are used : one with high priority (Pareto
distribution) and one with low priority (Exponential dis-
tribution). These choices are arbitrary. The results are
showed on figure 6 (energy consumption), figure 7 and figure
8 (throughputs).

Figure 6: Consumption in Simulation 1

Figure 7: High-priority traffic throughput in Simu-
lation 1

In this series, we reduce the energy consumption of 29%
(consumption with our solution is in blue) and it results

Figure 8: Low-priority traffic throughput in Simu-
lation 1

in throughput losses of 32% (results with our solution in
green). In this case, we can see that the low-priority traf-
fic is more impact that the high-priority one. In fact, the
admission control seems to sacrifice low-priority traffic to re-
duce consumption. Moreover, a focus on delays shows that
the increase for low-priority (x4) is more important than for
high-priority (x1.4). The differentiate processing is efficient,
even if the impact on low-priority classes seems too impor-
tant.

The Simulation 2 takes place on Topology 2 with only one
traffic class this time, in order to analyze the performance in
a simple case but on a more complex topology though. The
HTTP traffic describe earlier is used in this simulation. Re-
sults are showed on figure 9 (energy consumption) and figure
10 (throughput). Green graphs represent performances with
our solution implemented. Red ones represent the reference
case (without the energy aware admission control).

Figure 9: Consumption in Simulation 2

Again, our solution reduces energy consumption (by 27%).
Throughput decreases by only 5% this time thanks to an
optimal configuration of the admission control (threshold
and Tmax). The delay is approximately doubled with our
solution (x1.8).



Figure 10: Throughput in Simulation 2

The table 1 sums up the results of the simulations we pre-
sented earlier. It gives the economy of energy obtained with
our solution, the variation of throughput and delay compare
to a reference simulation (without our solution).

Topology Topology 1 Topology 2
Simulation 2C 1C

Consumption reduction -29% -27%
Throughput -32% -5%

Delay x 2 x 1.8

Table 1: Results of performance evaluation.

It is important to note that informations related to ALR
handshakes, routing matrices and energy consumption esti-
mations do not spread on links in simulations, contrary to
what really happens on networks. This difference has to be
taken into account as these transmissions will modify the
link utilizations and thus consumption estimations.

All in all, these simulations shows good results : the solution
we developped reduces energy consumption at the cost of
increasing delays and reducing throughput. But these con-
sequences are the price to pay to reduce energy consumption
(and cost). Future works aiming to improve our solution can
be done : using an energy-aware routing protocol instead of
OSPF will increase energy savings, an implementation on
testbeds will expose our solution to real traffic. To base
decisions on flows and not packets or to dynamically adapt
threshold and Tmax configurations to moment of day/week
should also improve results and performances. A prelimi-
nary traffic engineering approach should be included to help
in the choice of EAAC-MQ model.
Remark : More experiences and improvment in ns-2 coding
(ex: the minimum of throughput) are needed to be more
efficient and complete.

5. CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper the model of an energy-aware
admission control called EAAC-MQ that adapts its behav-
ior to traffic classes to meet the divers needs in network
ressources. It has been implemented with ns-2, the common
network simulator. Thus, 25% of energy can be saved in av-

erage while reducing the impact on delays and throughput
for high-priority traffics.

EAAC-MQ is one of the numerous pieces of the puzzle that
energy-aware network is. Indeed, in respect with all the
works done so far in this field, it is clear that future networks
will need modifications at different levels in order to become
green. Admission control is just a piece. We believe that it
has to be paired with traffic engineering methods but also
with energy-aware routing protocol to be optimal. Each
approach are more or less efficient but we are expecting that
best results will come from the combination of all of them.
Obviously, this pooling needs compatibilty studies in order
to analyze the influence that a solution would have on the
others, to maximize both energy savings and user quality of
experience.
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